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Argonaut increases ownership to 
90% at flagship Lumwana West 
Copper Project, Zambia

Highlights
• Argonaut has completed the second earn-in of the underlying Lumwana West joint 

venture agreement to increase project ownership from 51% to 90%

• Argonaut has met the second phase expenditure target of US$2.4M and made a 
final payment of US$1.1M to the project vendors

• Increased project ownership facilitates the overlying option agreement with 
Antofagasta

• Antofagasta can earn 70% project interest by spending US$18.9M on exploration 
plus the amount required to complete a feasibility study to international standards

• If the project is feasible, Argonaut is either carried into production or bought-out 
prior to construction

• Antofagasta is now a cornerstone shareholder in Argonaut with a 13.78% holding 
following a US$1.1M placement, completed in early May 2014

• Placement funds were used to make the final underlying joint venture payment 

• Major drilling program of over 8,500m to commence in May 2014

Argonaut Resources NL (ASX: ARE) (Argonaut or the Company) is pleased to 
announce its wholly owned subsidiary, Lumwana West Resources Ltd, has increased 
its shareholding in Mwombezhi Resources Ltd from 51% to 90%. Mwombezhi 
Resources Ltd holds a 100% interest in the promising Lumwana West project in 
Zambia (the Project).
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Argonaut was able to increase its ownership in the Project by completing US$2.4M in exploration 
expenditure under phase two of the underlying Lumwana West joint venture agreement and by making a 
payment of US$1.1M to the initial Mwombezhi Resources shareholders.

The 90% shareholding by Argonaut facilitates the recently announced overlying option agreement (the 
Agreement) with a wholly owned subsidiary of Antofagasta PLC (Antofagasta).

The Agreement covers all phases of the Project’s development from regional exploration to the 
completion of a feasibility study. In the event the Project continues to move forward and Argonaut elects 
not to fund its pro-rata share of construction expenses, it will be either carried into production or bought-
out at the value of its interest.

Argonaut director, Lindsay Owler commented: “The acquisition of a 90% interest in the Lumwana West 
project is a significant milestone for Argonaut. The Company has completed this earn-in well ahead of 
schedule despite tough market conditions. This reflects the Company’s commitment to realising the value 
of Lumwana West. This rapid progress is a direct result of effective and well considered exploration which 
has defined the first major deposit as well as massive copper potential within the Project area.”

“Argonaut’s 90% interest provides the headroom required for the new overlying earn-in by Antofagasta.”

“The Project is now fully funded and on a development timeline which, subject only to continued technical 
success, will see the Project’s value increase exponentially.”

Sections of information contained in this report that relate to Exploration Results were compiled or supervised by Mr Lindsay 
Owler BSc, MAusIMM who is a Member of the Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy and is a full time employee 
of Argonaut Resources NL. Mr Owler holds shares and options in Argonaut Resources NL, as described on page 10 of the 
Company’s 2013 Annual Report. Mr Owler has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of mineral deposits under 
consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 edition of the 
“Australasian Code for Reporting of Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves”. Mr Owler consents to the inclusion in this report of 
the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.
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